Mechanical principles. Arterial stiffness and wave reflection.
Arterial (and predominantly aortic) stiffening with age is now acknowledged as the cause of isolated systolic hypertension, and the predominant cause of cardiac failure in the elderly. Aortic stiffening is gauged clinically from increase in brachial pulse pressure, but this underestimates change with age, since aortic pulse pressure increases far more than brachial (on account of substantial amplification of the peripheral arterial pressure pulse in young adults). Aortic stiffness can be measured as pulse wave velocity, but this too underestimates ill effects on the heart and central vessels, since the direct effect is amplified by early return of wave reflection. Ill effects of arterial stiffening can best be assessed through analysis of pressure wave contour from the carotid or radial site. Exploitation of relatively constant brachial transfer function enables the central aortic pressure wave to be synthesised from the radial pulse. This new clinical approach links traditional sphygmography (originally introduced in France) with conventional cuff sphygmomanometry, and is being evaluated in clinical and epidemiological studies.